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1. voltaire [François-Marie Arouet]. Tancrede, Tragédie. Geneva [Liège]: les Freres Cramer [JeanFrançois Bassompierre], 1761. $575
8vo, 21 x 13 cm. Frontis., ix, [1], 98 pp. (front flyleaf and frontispiece detached, occasional small stains).
Engraved frontispiece after Gravelot showing a donkey braying at a lyre in a tree, with the caption “Que veut
dire/ Cette Lyre?...Et fait rire,/ N’est-ce pas Martin F[réron]?”. Woodcut headpieces and historiated initials.
Bound in 19th-century brown paper boards, dark blue paper spine (text block flush with edges, unusual sewing with boards and spine separate pieces, binding very chipped and scuffed).
rare eighteenth-century counterfeit

of Voltaire’s fiveact tragedy, this published the same year as the first edition.
Voltaire disavowed the true first (Paris: Prault petit-fils, 1761)
though it had already seen thirteen performances starting in
September 1760. It was the corrected edition (Geneva: Cramer
fils, 1761), appearing the same year, that Voltaire approved, and
that provided the basis for this counterfeit, which was probably
printed by Bassompierre at Liège.
Among Voltaire’s edits between the Paris and Geneva editions,
Bengesco notes the addition of the frontispiece by Gravelot;
the removal of the date in the dedicatory letter to Madame de
Pompadour, Voltaire’s patroness; and the addition of a letter
to Marquis Albergati Capacelli of Bologna following the main
text. All present here in the counterfeit, whose only discernable
difference is pagination (matching Bengesco 236). This copy in
a peculiar amateur binding.

Bengesco, Voltaire, I, 236. Cf. D. Droixhe, “Genève, Paris Ou Rouen? Quel Modèle pour les Contrefaçons
Liégeoises...?” in “Voltaire et le livre,” Cahiers Voltaire, 2008 (online, available 2/6/17, http://www.swedhs.org/ebibliotheque/articles/caffeolympie.html#asterisque).
2. [aesop]. Ein wohl eingerichtetes deutsches ABC= Buchstabir= und Lesebuch zum Gebrauch deutscher
Schulen... Germantaun [Pennsylvania]: Michael Billmeyer, 1796. $200
8vo, 20 x 11.5 cm. XIV, 120 pp. (lacking rear flyleaf). Illustrated with full-page copperplate-engraved frontispiece signed “F. Reiche fec.,” printer’s device, and seven quarter-page engravings in text, some with
hand-coloring (browned with light staining). Bound in original quarter calf over blue boards ...
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with all-over contemporary ink markings on covers and endpapers
by at least two young owners, George Washington Fulton and
John Bricker (spine chipped and cracking, boards faded and stained,
extremities rubbed).

Reprint of the first edition. American primer in German, with
copyright page in English and “Vorbericht” with the original date
(1792). With sections on German grammar, vocabulary, the alphabet,
plus poetry and fables using excerpts from aesop illustrated
with engravings possibly by isaiah thomas (Arndt). This particular copy with copious annotations by at least two young owners,
who practiced the alphabet, their names, and flourishes on the covers
and endpapers (one annotation is dated 1802 and another gives the
location Harrisburg).
Arndt 1023. Evans 31652. ESTC W21048 (first edition).
Rear pastedown, no. 2

3. giboin, N.J.B. Fragmente aus der Physiologie der Pflanzen.
Strassburg and Paris: [Johann Andreas Fischer for] Amand
König, 1803. SOLD
8vo, 21 x 13 cm. iv, 87, [1] pp. (light foxing on some leaves).
Sewn in richly colored original painted wrappers comprised of
multiple fragments pasted together, handwritten spine label (spine
rubbed). Contemporary ink manuscript author and title on front
pastedown.

of Giboin’s treatise on plant functions,
translated from the original French Fragments de physiologie
végétale (1798) with a new “Vorbericht” by J.F. Schweighauser.
Of this edition, OCLC finds five locations in the U.S. (NY Botanical Garden, Chicago, Harvard, Hunt Institute, and Lehigh).
In a most unique binding, fashioned from stiff paper painted
using woodblocks or stencils and freehand.

first german edition

Pritzel (2nd ed.), 3320.

4. [napoleon]. Réglement de l’Académie des Sciences, Agriculture, Commerce, Belles-Lettres et Arts du
Département de la Somme. Amiens: [Fr. Caron-Berquier, Imprimeur de l’Académie], An II [i.e., An XI, or
1803]. $150
8vo, 22.8 x 14.5 cm. [ii], 16, [2 blank] pp. (very light foxing in lower margin of a few leaves). Sewn in original blue wrappers with woodcut decoration in black.
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Articles of the Academy of Sciences in the Department of the Somme in
northern France, naming napoleon bonaparte as the Protecteur. The
56 articles enumerate: the officers (their election and roles), expectations of
members (no licentious behavior during meetings!), dues, and procedures.
Among the members listed at the end we find not only Napoleon but also his
older brother Joseph, Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor (later King of
Naples and Spain). Although the imprint reads “An II,” the statutes and list of
members are dated “15 Messidor An XI.”
5. [almanac]. M.B.T. Den Nieuwen Dobbelen SchaepersAlmanach...M.D.CCC.XV. Gend: J.-N. Houdin, [1815]. $350
12mo, 17.8 x 11 cm. [xxiv], 84 pp. (dark dampstain in upper margin throughout and extending into text, recent amateur repair to outer margin of title-page).
Bound in original blue wrappers printed in black with ornamental border (severe ink stain on front wrapper
extending to first two leaves, wrappers very worn, detached). (Not illustrated.)
earliest documented source for an abbreviated version of the “first flemish novella,”
jellen en mietje (1811), by political satirist Karel Broeckaert (1767-1826). [For the second appearance,

see following.] In addition to the calendar, this almanac includes the story of the Wandering Jew; a history
of tulips (“Bloem-zotten”); a sequel to the story of Madrin; and a history of the play Doctor Faustus.
Bib. Gantoise 8282. For a history of Jellen en Mietje, see the facsimile by J. Huyghebaert, ed. (Brussels:
Facultés Universitaires Saint-Louis, Brussel, 1992. Online, available 2/6/17, http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/
broe009jell03_01/colofon.php).

6. [almanac]. De Dobbele Schapers
Almanak...1816. Gend: G. De Busscher
en Zoon, [1816]. $250
8vo, 25.7 x 15.2 cm. Frontis., [lxiv],
183, [1] pp. Illustrated with three fullpage copper-engraved plates by Eug.
Verboeckhoven (incl. frontis. portrait
of author Karel Broeckaert) plus red
and black woodcut calendar and one
woodcut illustration in text. Recently
rebound in quarter vellum and marbled boards, original printed wrappers bound in. With later advertisement for the 1842 edition as New
Year’s gift, folded and laid in front.

Luxuriously printed large-format
almanac woodcut calendar in red and
black ...
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imitating so-called “shepherds’ almanacs” of old, plus three copperplate illustrations. This is just the
second known appearance of an abbreviated version of the “first flemish novella,”
jellen en mietje (1811), by Karel Broeckaert (1767-1826). [For the first, see previous item.]

The frontispiece to the story illustrates its libertine metaphor: lighting his pipe from her hot pot.
Bib. Gantoise 8678.
7. bellot, Pierre. Les Loisirs d’un Flaneur, ou le poète par occasion,
recueil de poésies provençales et françaises. Paris: Chez les pricipaux
[sic] Libraires [printed in Marseille by D’Achard], 1822. $325
8vo in 6s, 21.5 x 13 cm. Two parts (Provençal and French, respectively),
paginated continuously. 120 pp., uncut, with a wide variety of woodcut ornaments throughout, at least one signed “Vien” (occasional light foxing).
Sewn in original pink paper wrappers printed in black with ornamental
woodcut border both covers, and single floral ornament on rear cover, contemporary ink title to spine (wrappers lightly foxed, spine paper chipped
and cracking).
a miscellany of poems, songs, word games, and prose in
provençal dialect and french by Marseillais poet Pierre Bellot

(1783-1855). The text is divided by language into two sections, with
contents ranging from love poems dedicated to certain mademoiselles,
to bout-rimés excerpted from the Journal des Dames, to a lengthy description of the eponymous flaneur as a wandering, window-shopping
dandy, this printed long before Baudelaire’s famous description.
In all, the contents include eight pieces in dialect and more than fifty in French, each of the two parts with a
separate index (the single-word answers to the charades are found in the French index at the end). Many of
the pieces were to be set to music, with a printed note on the front wrapper advertising Professeur Linck’s
shop for the “airs nouveaux” announced herein. Scarce: OCLC finds only three locations worldwide, none
in the U.S. (BL, BnF, Beziers; the BnF copy digitized and available online).
8. [erotica]. [Balbo, Cesare]. Quattro Novelle narrate da un maestro di scuola. Milano: Tip. Malatesta
di C. Tinelli e C., 1829. [WITH]: Anedotti Interessanti. Milano: Co’ torchi di Gaspare Truffi, 1829. $300
8vo, 16.6 x 10.5 cm. Two volumes in one. I: Frontis., [x], 170, [2 blank] pp. II: Frontis. and added title-page, 147, [1] pp. (scattered ink stains and occasional foxing).
The two engraved frontispieces are a portrait of the “maestro” of the title, and an
illustration of a man presenting a rose to a woman in a garden. Bound in contemporary quarter speckled calf and brown paste paper over boards, spine ruled
in gilt with orange lettering piece (scuffed and rubbed, board edges chipped
and fraying). Early owner’s signature in contemporary ink to first title-page.

The “Maestro”
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In all, six libertine short stories in italian, comprising four in the first book (“Francesca,” with a
bar of music on the section title-page labeled “Rossini. Il Barb[iere] di. Siv[ille]”; “Toniotto e Maria”; “La
Bella Alda”; and “Margherita”) and two in the second book (“Virtù, Amore ed Amicizia, novella storica”;
and “Leggerezza e Castigo”). The authors’ notes to the reader refer to earlier editions: a Torino printing of
the Quattro Novelle and a German version of the Anedotti, from which this was translated. OCLC locates
multiple editions and copies of the first title, but only one with this imprint (BSB); and none of the second
title in Italian.
9. [egyptomania]. Esposizione con aggiunta di note posteriori di
Franc. Ricardi fu Carlo riguardante il metodo geroglifico-simbolico
spedita da Oneglia li 19 Febbrajo 1829. A sua Eccellenza il Signor
Conte Prospero Balbo... Genova: Yves Gravier, [July] 1829. $250
8vo, 21 x 12.5 cm. 23, [1] pp. (single wormhole running through p. 5
to rear wrapper and light foxing to edges). Sewn in original blue paper
wrappers, early owner’s inscription to bottom front cover (protective
dustjacket).
only edition? a pamphlet on the study of hieroglyphics
refuting the system of champollion and going so far as to
question the utility of the rosetta stone, arguing that any

“ancient” monuments lending credence to its key were fake. Champollion’s “decipherment” in the early 1820s depended on a complex system of phonetic and symbolic readings, combining methods long-debated by scholars. Our author remains unconvinced!
The intended audience of this pamphlet, Prospero Balbo, was
President of the Academy of Sciences at Torino from 1816 until his
death in 1837. The publisher, Yves Gravier, was repeatedly accused of
disseminating controversial material (see Parodi), and this would seem to fit the pattern. Printed in Italian
with footnotes in Greek and French, quoting Champollion. Scarce: OCLC locates just one copy worldwide (Berlin, misreported as Esposizione con aggiunta di noce...).
See: E. Parodi, “Yves Gravier libraio-editore in Genova...,” in La Berio, vol. XXIII (1983), pp. 38-47.
10. coxe, Miss [Margaret]. Claims of the Country on American Females. Columbus: Isaac N. Whiting,
1842. $85
8vo, 22.8 x 13.5 cm. Two vols. bound in one. I: iv, 243, [1] pp. II: iv, 243, [5] pp. (mild to moderate foxing
on some leaves, especially preliminaries of second part). Bound in contemporary calf, spine ruled in gilt
with gilt lettering piece (leather scuffed and rubbed, label partially detached). Ex libris “James J. Byard, 3rd/
General Herkimer Farm/ Schuyler Lake [now Exeter], N.Y.,” three stamps to front pastedown and front free
endpaper. (Not illustrated.)
first edition of this treatise on american women’s duties,

drawing on historical precedent and
Christian tradition, by the author of Young Lady’s Companion (1839).

11. [miniature]. The Diamond Etiquette for Ladies. London:
G.E. Petter et al., [before 1854]. $135
16mo, 5.5 x 3.5 cm. viii, [2], 106, [12] pp. Bound in red cloth
decorated in gilt on front cover and spine, rear cover stamped
in blind, bright green endpapers, gilt edges (cloth lightly rubbed
with loss to gilt at head of spine). Early owner’s inscription in ink
to front flyleaf, “J Lea to Miss Watham 1854.”

A mini manual for those ladies “entirely ignorant, and not for
those already au fait with the laws of society” (Preface), with
instructions on toilette, introductions, salutations, visiting,
dining, and evening parties. The final 12 pages contain full-page
advertisements by the publisher for additional “Diamond” (miniature) titles.
12. [pre-marital relations]. Les Nuits d’Épreuve des
Villageoises Allemandes avant le Mariage...Par un Bibliophile
[Pierre-Gustave Brunet]. Paris: Jules Gay, 1861. $225
12mo, 18.5 x 10.5 cm. 57, [1] pp. Rebound in blue cloth preserving gilt leather lettering piece on spine, red top edge (dustsoiled,
extremities lightly rubbed). Ex libris William Sturgis Bigelow
and Marie LaFarge, their bookplates to front pastedown.
first french edition of an 18th-century treatise on
pre-marital relations (Über die Probenächte der teutschen

Bauermädchen, 1780; reprinted in 1853) by the Prussian conseiller Frédéric-Christian Fischer. Bibliographer Pierre-Gustave
Brunet translated and contributed the footnotes and a lengthy
postface. The publisher, Jules Gay, was also a famous bibliographer, best known for his Bibliographie des ouvrages relatifs à
l'amour... (1861). This is no. 26 of 100 copies printed on Hollande, numbered in manuscript on half-title verso. A second,
augmented edition followed in 1877.
The previous owner William Sturgis Bigelow (1850-1926) was an eccentric art collector who donated his
trove of Japanese treasures to the MFA Boston. “Though he obediently went to medical school, he balked
at marrying and practicing surgery, as his father wished. Young Bigelow escaped his father’s influence by
running off to Japan in 1882 on what was to be a short visit. When his father telegraphed him to return
home, the son rebelled, staying for seven glorious, hedonistic art-collecting years” (Roger Warner, “Seeing
Hokusai in Boston? Thank this eccentric Brahmin,” Boston Globe, March 26, 2015, available online).
13. bédollierre, Émile de la. Histoire de la Mère Michel et de son Chat...avec une Préface et un Vocabulaire, par Mme. C.R. Corson. Philadelphia: Frederick Leypoldt [et al.], 1865. $75
(Continued)

8vo in 6s, 19.8 x 12.8 cm. iv, [5]-124, [4] pp. Bound in original blue
boards printed in black with illustration of cat on front and publisher’s advertisement on back cover, title gilt to red cloth spine, orange
sherbet-colored endpapers (dustsoiled and lightly scuffed, extremities rubbed). Ex libris Annie Oliver, resident at 1632 Arch St., her
pencil inscription to front free endpaper.

The adventures of Mother Michel and her cat, written in French
for an American juvenile audience learning the language. With
more than thirty pages of vocabulary and idioms. With a list of ten
female students in Miss Williard’s French class penciled onto the
final blank.
14. [salesman’s sample]. The Growing World; or, Progress
of Civilization, and the Wonders of Nature, Science, Literature
and Art...by the Best Authors of Our Day. Philadelphia, Chicago
and Kansas City: W.M. Patterson & Co., 1882. $120
4to, 30 x 21 cm. Frontis., [58] ff. selection paginated variously, plus
Agents’ Description (17 x 11.2 cm), iv, 18 pp., in pink wrappers,
laid in (subscription sheets at end cut away). “Printed from new electrotype plates, on highly calendered
paper, and bound in the most durable and artistic manner,” i.e., original dark green publisher’s pebbled cloth
stamped in black and gold on front and blind on rear cover, brown endpapers (extremities lightly rubbed).
With two cloth spine samples on rear pastedown.
salesman’s prospectus complete with the agents’
description booklet advertising the growing world,

a
512-page compendium of articles on the history of science, biology, botany, chemistry, geography, biographies of famous men and
women, poetry, and much more, with a total of 96 illustrations in
the complete book. Among the articles in this 120-page sample, we
find an amusing miscellany: “Charles Goodyear and the Manufacture of India Rubber” (p. 94), “Life in the Ocean Depths” (p. 101),
“[Benjamin] Franklin’s Visit to His Mother” (p. 128), “A Chinese Book for Girls” (216), “Is Farm Life Uninteresting?” (p. 369),
and “Wonderful Cats” (p. 372).
The inserted booklet is a detailed guide for salesmen on how to
pitch the book and persuade potential buyers, urging “Throw your
soul into [it].” Valuable lessons for modern salespeople, too.

15. [prostitution]. Sauval, Henri. La Chronique Scandaleuse
de Paris ou Histoire des Mauvais Lieux. Bruxelles: J.-J. Gay, 1883. $225
4to, 26.5 x 17.5 cm. 88 pp., wide margins. Title-page in red and black. Illustrated with two full-page wood-engravings of women in windows by E. Vermorcken after the painter Mallet.
(Continued)

Original printed wrappers bound in modern blue cloth over blue marbled boards, title gilt to spine (wrappers
lightly dustsoiled, cloth sunned).

by French historian Henri Sauval (Sauvalle,
1623-1676), whose Histoire et Recherches des antiquités de la ville de Paris, published posthumously in
1733, was expurgated to exclude this controversial chapter, then called Traité des Bordels. The present
version was prepared from manuscripts in the Bibliothèque Nationale and the Bibliothèque de Rouen and
published by Jules Gay, bibliographer of erotica, whose preface gives an account of Sauval’s travails. Publisher’s advertisement on rear wrapper for related material.
first edition of this history of prostitution in paris

16. bosiers, Ernest. Les Fraises. Saynète en prose. A Francis Nys.
[Anvers: J.-E. Buschmann, 1890]. $135
8vo, 24 x 14 cm. 18, [2] pp. Sewn in original illustrated tan paper wrappers printed in black, matching tan and blue (on rear) cloth spine (quires
loose although sewing visible between pp. 10-11, trace of ink stamp to
front wrapper, protective mylar cover). Numbered and inscribed in ink
by the author on half-title verso to Maurice Martedbrick(?), “Hommage
confraterne + cordial,” and dated Oct. [18]90.

Number 81 of 100 copies hors commerce of this short play, a piquant
dialogue in French (She: “You don’t love me!” He: “No, you don’t
love me!”) ...
(Continued)

between a married couple eating strawberries. Resolution comes with (re-)declarations of love and an
expensive gift. with a large insert on yellow paper advertising the same author’s next
publication, Le Roi Harald a la Blonde Chevelure, Trilogie en Prose, dated 15 August, 1890, at Anvers.
17. charpentier, Armand. five novels dated 1890-1896, all first editions, bound similarly
in half blond calf and marbled boards, gilt spines and marbled endpapers, original yellow wrappers bound
in. Each book inscribed with an intimate message from the author to one of his children: Yves, Joris, or
daughter-in-law Claude, probably all in 1920 (using the same purple pen). Ex libris Ludovic Froissart, his
bookplate to front pastedown of each volume. $350 for the set.
Variations as noted:
L’Enfance d’un Homme. Paris: Alphonse Lemerre,
1890. 8vo, 20.6 x 13 cm. [vi], 342, [4] pp. “A mon
cher fils Joris, ce roman où la fantasie et la vie
s’entraçelant sur la trame de mon enfance, avec
ses erreurs, ses fautes et ses enthusiasmes, en affectueux souvenir...19 7bre 1920.”
Une Honnête Femme. Paris: Librairie Académique
Didier, Perrin et Cie., 1892. 8vo, 21.5 x 14 cm.
[viii], 355, [1] pp., partially unopened, with
multi-colored ribbon place marker. (Gilt of spine
ornaments mostly rubbed away.) “A mon cher fils
Yves, En toute affection, cette étude psychologique
d’une vie de femme...19 Sept. 1920.”
Une Courtisane. Paris: Librairie Académique Didier, Perrin et Cie., 1893. 8vo, 21.5 x 13.7 cm. xii,
316 pp. “A mon cher grand Joris, En souvenir de
mon affection; En mémoire de ma pensée...St. Germain 19 Sept. 1920.”
Un Amour idyllique. Paris: Alphonse Lemerre,
1894. 8vo, 21.5 x 14 cm. [iv], IV, 290, [2] pp., with green ribbon place marker. “Le Diable m’emporte si j’ai
jamais pensé que ce serait le 24 janvier 1943, jour de mon 80eme anniversaire, que je dédicacerais affecteusement à mon fils Joris Charpentier ce petit roman. Et pourtent, cela est!”
Le Renouveau d’Amour. Paris: Alphonse Lemerre, 1896. [BnF calls this the second edition, however we find
no evidence of a prior printing.] 8vo, 21.3 x 13.5 cm. [iv], 275, [5] pp., partially unopened. “A ma belle-fille
Claude Charpentier En affectueux souvenir.”

18. du bois, Henri Pène. Princesses in Love. A Compilation. New York: Brentano’s, 1895. $35
8vo, 19.5 x 12.5 cm. [xiv (of xvi)], 246 pp. Lacking front flyleaf. Illustrated with six engraved portraits including frontis. (one plate lightly foxed). Bound in publisher’s blue cloth with white central panel decorated
(Continued)

with silver ribbon and red flower pattern, title and author silver-gilt on front
cover and spine, gilt top edge, fore-edge and bottom deckled (small white
smudge to front cover). Pencil ownership marks on half-title.

Stories of more than 20 famous women from ancient times (Cleopatra) to recent history (Récamier), based on previous accounts, “pillaged
[from] Théodore de Banville, Jean Lorrain, Gustave Larroumet, and
even the encyclopedia.” Each chapter begins with a short biography,
followed by anecdotes. We find very little information about the author
himself, perhaps the “Bibliophile and Grolierite” better known for his
“Essay on the Art of Bookbinding,” and whose collection was sold in
1887 by Leavitt of New York.
19. [joan of arc]. [Carnet de
bal]. [Paris, ca. 1900]. $120
Bronze repoussé carnet de bal (6 x 4
cm) with original notepad. Patina of
age, else very good condition complete with bail and original stylus.
Art Nouveau aide-memoire, complete with the original twist-top stylus
and notepad with one sketch of a bearded man and a number of addresses in pencil. Initials “ML” on final page. There is no indication of the
maker but the style resembles repoussé designs of the same era by
Jean Baptiste Émile Dropsy (1848-1923).

20. [apollinaire, Guillaume]. Le Coffret du Bibliophile. Contes de
Vasselier... Paris: Bibliothèque des Curieux, [1913]. $150
8vo in 12s and 6s, 18 x 10.5 cm. [iv], 207, [1] pp. Original vellum-style
wrappers printed in red and black bound in contemporary vellum boards
with red and black title painted on spine, dark marbled endpapers, green
ribbon place marker (dustsoiled, boards warping). Inscribed on front flyleaf,
“Du bel amour que je lui forte, livre léger, sois – comme au veux la feuille
morte – le messager,” signed (illegible) and dated 9.6.[19]26.

by Joseph Vasselier
(1735-1798), prepared for subscribers to the series Le Coffret du Bibliophile with an introduction by Apollinaire anointing Vasselier “un des plus
charmants conteurs français.” Number 239 of 750 on Arches paper (plus
ten on Japon Impérial). With a list of publications in the series printed on
the rear wrapper.
collection of libertine poems and plays

21. veyssié, Robert. Rythmes pour la femme. Cantique dans la Tempête. Paris:
Édition Lapina, 1919. $50
8vo, 22.5 x 13.5 cm. 69, [1] pp. Illustrated throughout with taupe woodcut nudes
signed Maggy-Monier and woodcut initials (very light foxing on final two leaves).
Bound in original maroon wrappers printed in black.

Five chants comprising Opus 1 in the Collection Artistique published by the
Lapina Press, with illustrations by maggy-monier (Margaret Monier, 18871965), a French illustrator known best for her Art Deco cartes postales and works
published by Librairie Nilsson in the 1920s. Publisher’s advertisement at end.
22. milner, Ada. Les Chiens d’Agrément...donnant la description
complète de chaque race avec un court résumé de lieur histoire...
traite également de la Nourriture, de l’Elevage, des Soins à donner,
de la Toilette, etc... Paris: Lapina for the Author, 1924. $100
Square 4to, 21.5 x 21.5 cm. [vi], VII, [1], 234, [2] pp. Illustrated
throughout with photographs of dogs and three full-page color plates
of dog paintings by the author. Bound in original green-gray wrappers
printed in black, with central color reproduction of a dog painting by
the author and small circular portrait of dog on rear wrapper, blue ribbon place marker (spine paper very lightly worn).
first edition, deluxe.

A bilingual guide to dog breeding and
rearing emphasizing homeopathic remedies for common illnesses, written and illustrated by the painter Ada Milner and translated into French by L. Martineau. In
addition to profiles of many dog breeds, the contents include descriptions of illnesses and Milner’s home
cures, tips on photographing dogs, and views of the animal cemetery in Paris. Number 18 of 20 copies on
Japon Impérial (plus 1100 on papier couché crème).
23. [liseux, Isidore, translator]. Seule Edition Complète Non Expurgée des Kama Sutra de Vatsyayana. Manuel d’Erotologie Hindoue... Paris: Georges-Anquetil, 1925. $75
4to, 30 x 19.5 cm. xxv, [3], [29]-296, [8] pp. with art deco woodcut headand tailpieces throughout (a few short marginal tears and light to moderate foxing on a few leaves). Sewn in original color illustrated wrappers
(dustsoiled, front cover lightly creased, mild fraying).

Reprint of the “only complete non-expurgated edition of the
kama sutra,” translated into French from the first English edition
(Bénares, 1883) by Isidore Liseux, this edition with his original preface dated 1885. With appendix Le Livre du Cheikh Nefzaoui [Le Jardin
Parfumé] and publisher’s advertisements on final eight pages. Of this
edition, OCLC finds only three locations in the U.S. (UCLA, Brown,
Minnesota).

24. lemaitre, Jules. Madame Récamier. Paris: R. Helleu et R.
Sergent, 1930. $250
4to, 28 x 18 cm. [viii], 37, [7] pp., plus suite of plates: frontispiece medallion portrait of Mme. Récamier and five engraved plates by Mme.
Jeanne Bardey, plus six additional plates in a different state on
thinner paper – one for each plate – interleaved. Bound by Randeynes
et Fils in half diced blue morocco and marbled boards, spine gilt
with brown morocco lettering piece, marbled endpapers, gilt top edge,
multicolored ribbon place holder.
first edition, deluxe. A biography

of salon doyenne JeanneFrançoise Julie Adélaïde Récamier, illustrated by Rodin’s last
student, Lyonnaise sculptor Jeanne Bardey (1872-1954). This
deluxe edition was published in honor of the 153rd anniversary of
Récamier’s birth, December 3, 1930. Numbered in manuscript 114
and “HP,” of an edition of 150 (of which 26-150 on vélin à la cuve
du Marais). With a letter from the editor dated June 4, 1931, at Paris,
addressed to a M. Méric in Nimes, offering variations and prices for
the illustration suite, pasted in front. Near fine condition.

25. steinbeck, John. La Flamme (Burning Bright). Paris: Del Duca,
Éditions Mondiales, 1951. $50
8vo, 24 x 15 cm. 124, [4] pp. Bound in original white cloth printed in orange with color illustrated dust jacket signed Raymond in lower left corner,
black and white photographic portrait of the author on rear cover (spine
cloth lightly discolored at head and foot, dust jacket worn at extremities).
first french edition of Steinbeck’s third “play-novelette,” translated
by Henri Thies and published one year after the first American edition.
Steinbeck intended this “roman-pièce” as a theater piece that was also
easy to read. The story unfolds in four scenes between three men and one
woman whose desire for a child leads to a web of moral conundrums.
“C’est une histoire qui peut se passer n’importe où, n’importe quand”
(jacket, inner flap). Rogers and Hammerstein produced the play, which,
like the book, received poor reviews.
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